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Confidential information

▪ Taito’s LEGENDARY shooters are FINALLY  coming to

the Nintendo Switch and back to the PlayStation

▪ Some of the most IMPRESSIVE and DAZZLING vertical

shooters of the arcade scene

▪ A MARVEL to behold, even by today’s standards

▪ Outstanding Shoot ‘em Up gameplay focusing on lock-

on lasers, various shot types and challenging bosses

▪ The complete package for shooter fans with top-

notch graphics, music, gameplay and difficulty

▪ Enhanced visuals with new textures and crisper

graphics

▪ Visually appealing level design with wonderful colors

that create an authentic look and engage the story

perfectly!

▪ Two versions: Enjoy the original arcade experience

and the enhanced HD versions with new features

▪ Scores by TAITO's legendary sound team ZUNTATA

Switch EN:  
4260650745409 

Switch DE:  
4260650745393 

Switch FIS:   
4260650745386  

Switch US:  
850010758671

PlayStation 4 EN:  
4260650745423

PlayStation 4 DE:  
4260650745416

PlayStation 4 FIS:  
4260650745430

PlayStation 4 US:  
850010758688
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RayStorm x RayCrisis HD Collection
Two of the most iconic vertical shoot ‘em ups TAITO has ever released are coming to the West for a special HD collection with new features.
Jump into the cockpit once more in the original RayStorm and RayCrisis to relive the excitement of epic battles in outer space and cyber space!



Confidential information

RayCrisis marked a style departure from the rest of the series. As a prequel to RayForce, it details the time in which the
supercomputer called Con-Human gained sentience and rebelled against its human creators. Hack into cyberspace and keep the
malicious AI from causing any more chaos.

Set in a parallel universe, in RayStorm the earth has
prospered enough to expand space colonies all the
way into Orion. Unfortunately, one rebellious colony
plans to obliterate earth and only you can stop them.



Confidential information

Talk about a BLAST from the PAST..and the FUTURE! Reviews are
very positive, reflecting the nearly legendary status of these
shooters – outstanding gameplay, visual appeal, wonderful colours,
a diverse collection of impressive ships with amazing abilities- this
collection simply has it all!

“Overall, this is an awesome 
arcade PSX shooter that 

combines 2D with 3D in just 
the right way. It has cool 

levels and interesting 
background

–Retrogameman

“Those thirsting for an 
amazing old school 

shooting experience can 
relax - your game has 

arrived..” 
–Gamespot
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